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Last-Millennium Settlement on Yadua Island,
Fiji: Insights into Conﬂict and Climate Change
Piérick C. M. MARTIN, Patrick D. NUNN, Niko TOKAINAVATU,
Frank THOMAS, Javier LEON, and Neil TINDALEABSTRACT
A 50–70 cm sea-level fall around A.D. 1300 may have led to a prolonged food crisis which
caused conﬂict among coastal dwellers on high Paciﬁc islands. The conﬂict may have
necessitated abandoning difﬁcult to defend coastal settlements and establishing ones in
fortiﬁable locations inland. To test this idea, abandoned hillforts (koronivalu) on 20 km2
Yadua Island were studied. Yadua Island is 20 km off the western extremity of
Vanua Levu Island, the second largest island in the Fiji archipelago, where many such
hillforts once existed. Human-made structures (stone walls), artifacts (potsherds and
lithics), and accumulations of edible seafood waste (shellﬁsh middens), all implying
sustained occupation, were identiﬁed at four sites in upland Yadua, including two
hillforts (Koromakawa and Uluinakoro) and two lookout posts (Nacelau and Uluikota).
Radiometric ages suggest the two hillforts were occupied during the seventeenth century
or perhaps established earlier, making them coeval with hillforts elsewhere in Fiji and
other tropical Paciﬁc Island groups. Information about Paciﬁc Islands settlement
throughout the last millennium can still be obtained from islands like Yadua through
ﬁeldwork and the collection of oral traditions. Oral traditions and human-made
structures are likely to disappear within a few decades, owing to the increasing reach of
globalization and ongoing physical degradation respectively; research of the kind
described in this article is thus a priority. KEYWORDS: climate change, conﬂict, settlement
pattern, fortiﬁcation, oral tradition, Paciﬁc Islands.INTRODUCTION
INTEREST IN THE WAY THAT CLIMATE AND SEA-LEVEL CHANGES have impacted the
environment and human societies in different parts of the world has been growing
steadily over the last two decades. It has become clear from a number of case studies
that rapid climate change has often dislodged particular societies from their evolu-
tionary trajectories (Büntgen et al. 2016; Cannon 2015; Chew and Sarabia 2016; Liu
and Feng 2012). Given their inherent geographical vulnerability, as apparent today as
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change and humans (Kirch et al. 2004; Nunn 2007b; Rick et al. 2013).
Oceanic-island societies—today and in the past—experience similar pressures as
continental societies, but their vulnerability is exacerbated by comparatively limited
physical space, high insularity ratios, small populations, small watersheds, limited
terrestrial biodiversity, narrow range of land resources, and high exposure to natural
hazards (Di Piazza and Pearthree 2001; Fitzpatrick and Anderson 2008; Weisler 1996).
Some small insular communities were able to harness locally abundant resources in a
sustainable way, most notably nearshore marine resources (Fitzpatrick et al. 2016;
Giovas 2016; Harris and Weisler 2017; Keegan et al. 2008).
Like today, climate and sea level changes were major stressors of most oceanic island
societies in the past. It has been suggested, for instance, that sea levels fell below a
critical threshold (ca. 2570 cal. B.P.), causing the rapid collapse of the useful bio-
productivity of nearshore marine ecosystems and reducing access to freshwater lenses
perched just above sea level. This compelled many coastal marine foraging commu-
nities in theWestern Paciﬁc islands to re-locate their settlements and reconﬁgure their
subsistence economies to the point where they became dependent on horticulture or
agriculture (Dickinson and Athens 2007; Nunn and Carson 2015b).
A similar situation has been suggested as having occurred during the so-called “A.D.
1300 Event,” a century long period of sea-level fall of perhaps 50–70 cm which
occurred ca. A.D. 1250–1350 across most of the tropical Paciﬁc. Bookended by the
Medieval Warm Period (A.D. 750–1250) and the Little Ice Age (A.D. 1350–1800), the
A.D. 1300 Event was characterized by rapid cooling, likely triggered by a decrease in
solar irradiance, decrease in atmospheric CO2, or an increase in El Niño frequency
(Kouwenberg et al. 2005; Nunn 2007a; Perry and Hsu 2000; Weber et al. 2004). On
many Paciﬁc Islands, the cooler temperatures, changed climatic conditions, and sea-
level fall resulted in an estimated 80 percent decrease in coastal food production within
a hundred years, leading to a prolonged food crisis that in turn caused conﬂict (Nunn
2007b). On some high tropical Paciﬁc Islands, it has been proposed that conﬂict
necessitated the abandonment of indefensible coastal settlements and establishment of
new ones in fortiﬁable locations, typically on hilltops or in caves. Good examples come
from various Fiji Islands (Kumar et al. 2006; Robb and Nunn 2012), Rapa Island in
French Polynesia (Anderson et al. 2012), and Timor Leste (O’Connor et al. 2012).
Elsewhere in the Paciﬁc Islands region, the process-response system outlined above
appears less clear (Fitzpatrick 2010, 2011; Nunn and Hunter-Anderson 2011).
However, many studies have concluded that the Medieval Warm Period (a.k.a., Little
Climatic Optimum) was a time of plenty that allowed population growth and incre-
asing societal complexity; this period contrasts to the Little Ice Age, a time of less
resources when climate-driven food crises became more common and widespread
(Field 2008; Lape and Chin-Yung 2008; Nunn et al. 2007).
The present study focuses on Yadua, a small remote island in northern Fiji that was
the subject of intensive ﬁeldwork involving the mapping and sampling of former
hillforts (koronivalu) and collection of oral traditions. The research sought to test
whether or not hillforts on Yadua had been established in response to climate-forced
settlement change during the last millennium. This research illustrates the value of
using multiple lines of research (i.e., geoarchaeological, anthropological, oral histori-
cal) and the intrinsic interest in examining comparatively remote locations within the
tropical Paciﬁc.
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The goals of this research were to identify, describe, and interpret hillforts on Yadua
Island and evaluate whether their establishment could be explained by the effects of the
A.D. 1300 Event. Following correspondence with other researchers (Wendy Taylor
and Roselyn Kumar) active in this part of Fiji, the island of Yadua was chosen as a study
site because it was likely to contain historic hillforts.
Yadua Island was occupied by some of the earliest Fijians (i.e., the Lapita people)
around 2600 cal. B.P., likely because of the availability of fresh water on the island and
its proximity to a broad fringing-barrier reef complex (Nunn et al. 2005). As elsewhere
in Fiji, the last-millennium history of Yadua is likely to have included the construction,
occupation, and eventually the abandonment of hillforts. Studies of these along the
north coast of Viti Levu Island, some 80 km from Yadua, show that a preliminary
phase of hillfort construction likely occurred here between A.D. 1200–1400 with a
more concentrated phase around A.D. 1300–1500 (Nunn 2012). A similar conclusion
to that was reached for hillforts in the Sigatoka Valley on the same island (Field 2004;
Kumar et al. 2006). Hillforts were also described in nineteenth century accounts of the
landscape of western Vanua Levu, which was the target of early sandalwood and bêche-
de-mer (sea cucumber) trading in Fiji (Guppy 1903; Wilkes 1845). Recent research
described the Koivuanabuli hillfort on Mali Island, off the central north coast of Vanua
Levu (Burley et al. 2015); other hillforts have been noted on the adjacent mainland
(Palmer 1966).
Arguing that the hitherto unexplained transformation of human settlement on
tropical Paciﬁc Islands from coastal/peaceable to inland/warlike was approximately
contemporaneous, it has been proposed that this transformation was driven by climate
change (Nunn 2007b). Speciﬁcally, global cooling between the Medieval Warm
Period and the Little Ice Age around A.D. 1300 led to a fall in the sea level by perhaps as
much as 70 cm, which devastated food production along island coasts (Nunn and
Carson 2015a). The enduring nature of this impact inevitably led to conﬂicts between
clans in a quest to obtain food. This in turn forced people out of their customary coastal
settlements and into more sheltered and defensible contexts, many of which (like
mountaintops and deep caves) lent themselves to fortiﬁcation. For small islands such as
Yadua, the main threats likely came from other islands, including presumably Vanua
Levu just 20 km east. The so-called A.D. 1300 Event model has been proposed as an
explanation for the Paciﬁc-wide outbreak of conﬂict (and attendant societal disrup-
tion). This conﬂict is commonly marked in high island groups by a shift from coastal to
inland or upland settlement (Kennett et al. 2006; Nunn 2007b; Pearl 2004). Alternative
cogent arguments invoke climate change, rather than sea-level change explicitly, as
an explanation for the start of the hillfort period often observed in the Paciﬁc region
(Field and Lape 2010; Lape and Chin-Yung 2008).STUDY SITE AND METHODS
The volcanic island of Yadua covers an area of about 20 km2 (Fig. 1). Its highest peak,
Korobalavu, stands approximately 200 m above mean sea level (amsl). Today there is
only one settlement (Denimanu) on Yadua, but formerly there were more, including
coastal villages at Cukuvou and Vagairiki and a number of inland settlements. The
presence of these earlier settlements is often recalled through the use of the preﬁx or
Fig. 1. Sketch maps: (top left) Location of Yadua Island relative to Fiji Islands (map created by Patrick
Nunn); (lower right) Yadua Island, showing principal places mentioned in text (after Nunn et al. 2005).
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names of hilltops on Yadua often include this afﬁx.
Examination of place names on Yadua, especially those including “koro,” helped
identify potential hillforts on the island, but even more helpful were informants in
Denimanu who knew of hilltop sites that had the remains of human-built structures
(i.e., stone walls [bainivatu] and house platforms [yavu]) or stories that associated these
places with former occupation. Thus, ﬁeld survey was supplemented by formal
recordings of oral traditions from Yadua Island resident elders about the island’s
hillforts (Ethics approval number: S/17/1082). Story telling sessions were usually
fueled by kava (yaqona) consumption, which creates cultural contexts in rural Fiji
settings suited to information exchange and discussion. Oral traditions are inevitably
incomplete but were sufﬁcient to point the researchers towards promising sites. On
many hilltops, the remains of earthenware pots (kuro) and edible shellﬁsh (qanivivili)
were reported. With this information in hand, a systematic survey of eight potential
upland sites on Yadua was undertaken using a hand-held GPS (Garmin GPSmap 62s)
with a locational error of approximately 2–5 m. Excavations were made at promising
sites, with samples recovered for subsequent analysis and radiocarbon age determi-
nation. Two test pits were dug at Uluinakoro and one at Koromakawa. Each pit
measured 1 1 m and varied in depth depending on artifact productivity (40 cm,
30 cm, and 170 cm respectively).
Potsherds recovered from different layers in the hillfort excavations were cleaned
and photographed so that any decoration could be noted to help determine the
approximate age of the occupation. The pottery pieces are stored at the Fiji Museum in
320 ASIAN PERSPECTIVES • 2019 • 58(2)Suva. Shell remains of edible shellﬁsh, carried to the hillfort to be consumed there by its
occupants, were also sampled to identify samples for radiocarbon age determination.
Only ﬁlter-feeding bivalves such as Anadara and Gafrarium, which are best suited for
radiocarbon dating (Nunn and Petchey 2013), were selected as samples; they were
isolated and cleaned before being sent to the University of Waikato’s Radiocarbon
Dating Laboratory.
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
Ridgetop Sites
Human-made structures (mainly stone walls), implying sustained occupation, were
identiﬁed at four sites in upland Yadua: Koromakawa, Nacelau, Uluikota, and
Uluinakoro (Fig. 1). Detailed mapping of the Uluinakoro site shows it to be a typical
ridgetop site similar in form to many others in Fiji (Palmer 1969), including the
Vatutāqiri site on the Vatia Peninsula in northern Vanua Levu (Robb and Nunn
2014b) (Fig. 2). Approached by narrow, steep-sided ridges (tua), the summit of
Uluinakoro is cut into three artiﬁcial terraces surmounted by two rock walls and a
house foundation. These suggest that the highest part of the site (>150 m amsl) was
occupied by an elite group who were protected by at least one guardhouse. The
terraces were likely cut by people for dwellings of non-elite groups or food gardens.
The visible record of human occupation on the summit of Uluinakoro is incomplete;
much of the area has been farmed and is covered by low grass that barely protects any
underlying structures, resulting in their dismantling and dispersal.
The Nacelau site is interpreted as a subsidiary site, serving both as a ﬁrst line of
defense against people seeking to approach or attack higher sites such as Uluinakoro
and as a lookout, especially at times when higher sites might have been shrouded in
cloud (Fig. 3). In this, Nacelau is similar to the lower subsidiary defensive sites like
Drautana that were built along ridgelines leading to Vatutāqiri (Robb and Nunn
2014b). The visible record of occupation at Nacelau is restricted, probably because the
site’s physical properties were not favorable for a large settlement, but the positioning
of house platforms (yavu) supports the interpretation of the site as both a lookout and a
defensive outpost. Two yavu were mapped on the ridge spur in a location where
natural defensive attributes such as steep cliffs have been accentuated by the construc-
tion of stone walls, one of which was traced for 24 m. Three rock piles (3 0.6 m
each) were observed along the narrow promontory approximately 100 m apart.
According to local informants, these rock piles may have served as warnings to appro-
aching outsiders that the island was occupied; the rocks themselves could also have
been used as weapons against potential enemies.
The site known as Koromakawa (“Old Village”) is a sizeable settlement located on a
40 m high saddle between two conspicuously higher areas (Qirilali and Uluidenimanu)
on a peninsula just south of modernDenimanu Village (Fig. 4A). The saddle settlement
appears to have been divided into a secure residential section, characterized by yavu
associated with several defensive stone walls, and a food preparation section (occupied
today with food gardens) littered with shells and potsherds; the shell midden was 1.8 m
deep in places (Fig. 4B). On the eastern side of the saddle, the steep protrusion named
Qirilali (meaning “sound the slit-drum” as a warning) stands 20 m above the average
saddle level and is extremely difﬁcult to access. Some shell and potsherds are scattered
around the summit, which is fringed with the remains of a stone wall. Qirilali is
Fig. 2. Sketch map of Uluinakoro hillfort showing features described in text.
Fig. 3. Sketch map of Nacelau hillfort showing features described in text.
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who lived on the saddle below. To the west of the saddle lies the higher (summit
elevation of 80 m amsl) yet more readily accessible hill of Uluidenimanu. Despite the
presence of stone walls in and around its highest parts, an absence of visible potsherds or
shellﬁsh remains on Uluidenimanu suggests its principal function was as a lookout post
rather than a place of occupation. It seems likely that the entire site was functionally
connected to others higher up on Yadua during the hillfort period, being principally a
place where shellﬁsh could be gathered and processed and perhaps a place where less
elite people lived and watched for approaching enemies. Oral traditions are consistent
with this interpretation, insisting that there was no conﬂict within Yadua at any time in
the past, only danger from outsiders coming across the sea. Such external sources of
danger necessitated effective lookout sites on low cloud-free coastal promontories.
Uluikota is situated on the Naivoco Peninsula in northwest Yadua. It is a typical
ridgetop site, reaching 110 m amsl, the visible remains of which are today dominated
Fig. 4. Photographs of former upland Koromakawa settlement: (A) components of the settlement from
east to west, including Qirilali, Koromakawa (occupying saddle ridge), Uluidenimanu (houses in
modern Denimanu Village visible in middle ground) (photo by Piérick Martin); (B) surface shell and
potsherd scatter at Koromakawa (photo by Patrick Nunn).
324 ASIAN PERSPECTIVES • 2019 • 58(2)by a wide circular stone wall (2.5 m wide by 80 cm high) that describes a circle around
30 m in diameter. Oral traditions recall Uluikota as a “place of prayer,” a sacred site
which the people of Yadua have deliberately not cultivated for generations and rarely
visit. It seems likely that this was a multi-purpose site. It was well positioned as a
lookout and a ﬁrst line of defense for sites higher up, but later became a site with
spiritual associations that now appear to be lost. It is likely that the function of Uluikota
was connected with the people of the former villages of Cukuvou and Talai nearby.
Oral traditions suggested that Yadua Island’s settlements were never inhabited all at the
same time. Instead, people would move from one village to the next depending on
food availability and threats from outside tribes. Yet each hillfort is situated almost
directly above a former coastal settlement: Koromakawa aboveDenimanu, Talai above
Cukuvou, and Uluinakoro above Vagairiki.Dating
Four shellﬁsh samples were submitted for radiocarbon age determination (Table 1).
Owing to the existence of a radiocarbon plateau around the time to which they were
dated, these samples date from anywhere between A.D. 1680 and 1950 (radiocarbon
zero). However, given that “pottery production ceased approximately 200 years ago in
the area” (Sepeti Matararaba, pers. comm. 2018) and that potsherds were recovered
from as deep as 1.70 m in midden, it is likely that the actual ages are closer to the
older end of the determined range, so perhaps A.D. 1680–1750 (270–200 cal. B.P.). This
conclusion implies that Yadua Island’s hillforts are similar in age to other recorded
hillforts in Fiji (Nunn 2012; Robb and Nunn 2014b).
This conclusion is also consistent with the range of decorative styles and techniques
observed on the potsherds recovered from upland sites on Yadua which likely belong
to the Vuda Phase of Fiji ceramic history that began about A.D. 1100–1400 and lasted
until perhaps A.D. 1800 (Burley and Clark 2003; Clark and Anderson 2009; Green
1963; Hunt and Cochrane 2018; Nakoro pers. comm. 3 July 2018).TABLE 1. RADIOCARBON DATES FROM YADUA TP1
SITE LAB. NO. SAMPLE MATERIAL DEPTH
(CM)
13C CONVENTIONAL
14
C AGE (B.P.)
CAL. 14C AGE A.D./B.C.
AT 95.4% PROBABILITY
Koromakawa
(Yadua-A)
Wk-46548 Gafrarium pectinatum 160–170 0.9 ± 0.3 ‰ 488 ± 49 A.D. 1715–1950
Koromakawa
(Yadua-B)
Wk-46549 Anadara antiquata 160–170 1.3 ± 0.3 ‰ 544 ± 43 A.D. 1680–1950
Koromakawa
(Yadua-C)
Wk-46550 Anadara antiquata 110–120 0.7 ± 0.3 ‰ 487 ± 41 A.D. 1720–1950
Uluinakoro
(Yadua-D)
Wk-46551 Anadara antiquata 20–30 −0.8 ± 0.3 ‰ 489 ± 77 A.D. 1692–1950
Note: All dates from University of Waikato Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory, corrected using marine
correction factor (DR) of 11 ± 26 years (Petchey et al. 2008) and calibrated using IntCal09 and Marine09
curves in OxCal v4.1.7 (Reimer et al. 2013).
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Radiocarbon ages and pottery decoration point towards an occupation of the hillforts
on Yadua during the later seventeenth century, a time when those on the adjoining
mainland (Vanua Levu) were probably also occupied. It is possible that this age is not
that of hillfort establishment; the best-preserved midden at Koromakawa is likely to
have been created perhaps only late in the hillfort period when outside threats had
waned and occupation just 40 m amsl was considered safe. If this inference is correct,
then it may be that hillforts were established ﬁrst on Yadua a few hundred years earlier,
as they were on the north coast of nearby Viti Levu Island and in the Sigatoka Valley
(Kumar et al. 2006; Nunn 2012). It would indeed be surprising if the story of Yadua
was signiﬁcantly different from that of other Fiji islands.
However compelling this scenario, it should not be forgotten that many hilltop
fortiﬁcations on Yadua are not well preserved, which limits interpretation. Local
informants admitted that many stone walls on some peaks had been dismantled, their
constituent rocks moved elsewhere or discarded if they interfered with cropping or
posed hazards to grazing animals.
Cross-ridge ditches may once have existed on several peaks, including the appro-
aches to Uluidenimanu. These artiﬁcial landforms were common defensive structures
and often contained sharpened stakes on which attackers might be impaled; these
ditches have been recorded at other hillforts in Fiji (Clunie 1977; Field 1998; Robb
and Nunn 2014b).
In addition to insisting that there was never intertribal conﬂict between Yadua
people, several informants from Denimanu explained that hillforts were not all
occupied simultaneously, rather that people moved from one to another as proximal
resources became exhausted. Such information underscores the complexities that
undoubtedly prevailed during the perhaps 400-year duration of the hillfort period on
Yadua and in similar contexts elsewhere.
Unsurprisingly, the oral traditions collected from people in modern Yadua are more
informative and convincingwhenmore recent times are discussed (Cashman andCronin
2008; Jones et al. 2007; Mercer 2008). Some informants alluded to the pairing between
hillforts and coastal settlements: how the people of Uluinakoro settled Vagairiki, while
those from Talai settled nearby Cukuvou and those from Koromakawa established
modernDenimanu (Fig. 1).There seems little reason todoubt that thesepairs represent at
least a threefold division ofYadua peoplewhich carried forward into themid-nineteenth
century contact and colonial period when traditional Fijian society was upended and
eventually reconﬁgured (France 1969).
CONCLUSION
There is some evidence that people living on Yadua Island during the last millennium
were subject to climate-driven environmental stress that led to a prolonged food crisis
and thence to conﬂict. The conﬂict necessitated abandonment of coastal settlements in
favor of upland settlements that were fortiﬁed to improve their natural defensive
attributes. Anyone walking along the ridges leading to Uluinakoro will encounter the
remains of tens of thousands of edible shells on the ground surface, leaving no doubt
that people lived on this peak (and similar others on Yadua) in large numbers for a long
time. Potsherd analysis and radiometric ages suggest that such areas were occupied
around A.D. 1700, but they were perhaps ﬁrst established around A.D. 1400–1500,
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groups (Field and Lape 2010; Nunn 2007b).
Key questions remain that could be answered by more intensive ﬁeldwork and
recording of oral traditions on Yadua and similar islands. One question that has not
been satisfactorily answered concerns the continuity of hillfort occupation, in other
words whether people lived for generations permanently on mountaintops or whether
their occupation of these fortiﬁed sites was punctuated by periods of lowland/coastal
occupation when conﬂict subsided. Only in a few places has the archaeological and
oral-historical record proved sufﬁciently ﬁne-grained to hint at an answer to this
question (Anderson and Kennett 2012; Best 1984).
Another set of questions has to do with the food strategies of hillfort dwellers on
islands like Yadua. There is evidence from larger islands in Fiji (and elsewhere in the
tropical Paciﬁc) that hillfort dwellers routinely went downslope to collect shellﬁsh
from nearby coastal and riverine environments and then bring them back up to hillforts
for consumption by residents, a roundtrip journey of perhaps 11–13 hours (Field 2003;
Robb and Nunn 2014a; Robb and Nunn 2014b). Yet the existence of agricultural
terraces around many former hillforts has also been demonstrated in Fiji and elsewhere
in the high-island groups of the tropical Paciﬁc (Kuhlken 1999, 2002). This suggests
that taro and yams were essential ingredients of hillfort dwellers’ subsistence. As an
anonymous British ofﬁcial in Fiji in the 1860s informatively observed:
[The] jealousy thatmade every village distrustful of its neighbours, compelled the inhabitants
to fortify themselves on the most inaccessible heights, and prevented them from cultivating
any land beyond the few feet around each man’s dwelling; if more were required, the
cultivator, afraid to descend into the plain discovered some spot in the recesses of the
mountains where he might plant his yams secure from molestation. (COC 1864)
This research has shown that new information about last-millennium settlement in
the Paciﬁc Islands can still be obtained from ﬁeldwork on islands like Yadua, supple-
mented by oral traditions, although owing to the increasing reach of globalization these
are likely to disappear within a few decades (Janif et al. 2016). Together with the
ongoing physical degradation of human-made structures in the uppermost parts of
islands like Yadua, the situation appears such that research of the kind described in this
article is becoming a greater priority for the future.
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